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1. Introduction
The atonic scale control of

s-B-3

In-Depth Profiling of Suboxide Compositions in the SiO2/Si Interface
by Angle Resolved X-ray Photoelectron Specfioscopy

Masaru TAKAKIBA, Takeshi SUNADA, Seiichi MIYAZAKI
and Masataka HIROSE

Department of Electrical Engineering, Hiroshima University
Higashi-Hi-roshina 72[, Japan

A clean silicon surfaee was oxidized i.n a UIIV chanber and in-depth profiling
of suboxid.e conpositions was carried out by using ang'Ie resolved. x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy. fmplieation of the existence of Si-H bonds near
the oxide surface is obtained because the background hydrogen in the UHV
syqlem reacts with the oxide surf&ce. This hydrogenated Si bond looks like
Si-" in the Si2o core 1eve1 spectrun. It is also shown that the SiO2/Si
interfaee is at6frica11y abrupt.

I{0S gate

oxide thickness is need.ed for near future
ULSI. It is also inportant to know the
nj-eroscopic structure of the Si02/Si
interface. X-ray photoelectron speetroscopy
(XPS) has extensively been used to
characterize the suboxide compositions and

chenical bonding features in the SiO2/Si
interfac"ln6). As for the Sio2/si interface
analysis by XPS, the Si02 surface has

often been assumed to be identical to the
bulk Si02. However, in-depth.profiling of
the oxid.e conpositions using a chenical
solution2)rust results in the surface
chenical bond fornation such as Si-F and

Si-H, and hence the Siep chemical shift will
be nore or less influenced with fluorine or

hydrogen bonds. The surface of very thin
oxide grown on a elean Si su3gass3r4) is not
necessarily identical to the oxide produced

at atmospheric pressure because of
relati,vely high hydrogen background in the
UHV system. This paper d.escribes the
chemical bonding features of the Si02/Si
system studied by the angle resolved XPS of

very thin oxid.e (<t On) formed in UIIV.

Z kperineatal
P-type Si(100) and. Si(111) wafers were

used. as substrates. After RCA cleaning of a

wafer, a protective oxide layer was forned.

in the boiling solution consisting of
H202:HC1:H20=1 2126. The wafer was heated at
about 830"C for 15^,20 ninutes at a pressure

of less than 2x1O-8 Torr to obtain the cLean

Si surface. The background pressure was

6x1O-9 Torr. The oxidation was carried out
at,7 50"C and in-situ XPS analysis was nad.e

at the photoeleetron take-off angle range

fron 30o to 81 o.

3. Results and Diseussion

The SiZp spectra for the SiO2/Si systen
prepared. at 750"C with 1200 Langnuir (L)

oxygen exposure or 5000 L to the clean Si-

surface are shown in Fig. 1r'where the Siep

s i-gna1 f ro m the clean Si surf ace is
subtracted. The resulting spectrun is
deeonvoluted to three suboxid.e spe etra
si1 +rSi2*rSi3+ and Si4* by noting that the
SiZp chemical shift is basically
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proportional to the electronegativity sun of
the nearest neighbor atons for Si. In the
figure, the Si1+ intensity is red.ueed for
the surface sensi.tive configuration at a

high take-off angle and the Si2+ intensity
is very weak, refleeting the SiO2/Si(1 1 1 )

interface strrrcture. fn Fig. 2 the suboxide
intensity rati-o is plotted as a function of
the photoeleetron talce-off angle 0. The Si3+

signal intensity tends to increase with
decreasing the effective photoelectron
escape depth, while the Si1 + and Si2+
signals decrease. This inplies that the
Si1+ and Si2* suboxi-de states are existing
near the SiO2/Si interface and Si3+ exists
nore pred.oninantly near the Si02 surface
rather than near the Si02/Si interface
region. It is possible to assume that the
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Fig. 1 Si2p spectra fron an oxidized surfaee
(solid curves) and the deconvoluted

spectra (dashed curves). The Siep

signal fron the substrate i-s

subtracted.

layered structure, i.€.1 the surfaee layer
nainly consisting of Si3+1 the bulk SiO2

and the interfaee suboxide layer conposed of
Si1+ and. probably Si2+ as il-lustrated in
Fig, 3. Based on this mod.el the suboxide
intensity is calculated as a function of 0
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and conpared with the neasured intensities
in Fig. 2. The surface and interface layer
thicknesses are estimated to be about 2A in
this mod.el. Similar analysis has also been

done for Si(100). The agreenent between the

neasured and ealeulated results are not
satisfactory although the relative
intensities of the respective suboxides are

consistent with the calculated result. A

significant difference of the interface
width between the 1200 L oxid.e and 5000 L
might be explained by assuning that the
lateral oxidation rate of Si i-s considerably
high eonpared to the rate of the vertical
oxidation at a high oxygen exposure. The

existenee of Si3+ on the oxide surface
originates in the fact that the background
gas in the UHV system is nostly hydrogen
whose pressure is 5xt O-9 Torr. The

oxidation at 75O'C proeeeds at an oxygen
pressure of 2x10-6 Torrr so that the
trydrogen/oxygen ratio i-s in the range of
1O-3. This molecular hydrogen reaets with
the heated oxid.e surface to produce Si-H
bonds, sone of which remain stable on the
surface when the substrate is cooled down.

The electronegativity of hydrogen is close
to the value of Si, so that the Si-H bond

looks like Si-Si in the SiZp speetrun.
Predoni-nant suboxid.e compositions in the
ideal i-nterface are thought to be Si1+ on

si(111) and. Si2+ on Si(100). rt is known
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Fig. 3 A triple layer nod.e1

system.

that there are a nunber of atonic steps on

the Si surface. This introd.uees Siz+ on

Si(111) and Si1+ on Si(100)as schernatically
illustrated in Fig. 5. Also it should be

noted that Si-Si bonds indicated by arrows
in the figure are easily eleaved by oxygen

to produce Si3+ and./or Si4+ because the
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Fig. /+ Suboxide signal intensity ratio as a
function of photoelectron take-off
angle for (a) 1 200L 02 exposure and

(u) loool oe to clean Si(too).
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si(111)

Fig. 5 Surface steps
si(100) (u).

si(1oo) (b)

osi
oO

on Si(111) (a) and

width of about 1.2A.
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valence electron transfer fron Si to oxygen

weakens the eorresponding Si-Si bond at or

near the step edge. Hattori et .1.1 ) have

observed. the sub-nonolayer Si3+ state
existing in the Si02 side of the interface
in the thermal oxide thi-eker than 254. They

elininated the influenee of the surface
chenical bonds by usi-ng the Siep spectrun
of a thick oxlde treated with the sinilar
process as a reference. Ohdonari et 

"1,5)
have proposed a possible strueture by

n i-nin i z ing the strai.n e ne rgy in the
Si02/Si(100) interface by taking into
aeeount the suboxid.e ratios obtained by XPS

measurements. Hinpsel et a1.7) also proposed.

a sinilar Si02/Si interfaee model. In these

modelsr the interfaee thickness i-s about two

monolayers and Si3+ exists in the bulk SiOz

side near the interface. fn the present
experi.ment the anount of Si3+ is larger than

one nonolayer, inplying the presence of Si3+

also on the surfaee in UHV oxides. If Si3+

exists in the interface in the present case,

the take-off angle dependence of Si3+
becones less pronounced in consistence with
Figs . 2 and /+. The SiO 2/ Si interface width
estirnated by the suboxide intenslty appears

to be very abrupt for 5000L 02 exposure at
75O"C and close to the ideal transition

l-)
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